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Identity & Access 
Management (IAM)

BROCHURE

WE’RE SPHERE
Accelerate and automate risk reduction with strong, 
ongoing protection

Escalating threats. Greater risk. More critical data. 

The need for identity-first protection isn’t optional anymore. It’s 

mandatory. At SPHERE, we help our clients strengthen security, 

protect their data, ensure compliance—and achieve ongoing Identity 

Hygiene. 

Identity and Access Management (IAM) comes down to knowing 

who has access to what, why, and when—at all times. It may sound 

simple, but as any organization operating in today’s complex, threat-

rich environment knows, it’s not. Our clients turn to us as a trusted 

partner in their cybersecurity efforts and rely on our solutions as 

critical elements in their IAM programs.

ABOUT SPHERE 
SPHERE is an award-

winning, woman-owned 

cybersecurity business 

that is redefining how 

organizations improve 

security, enhance 

compliance—and achieve 

ongoing Identity Hygiene. 

SPHERE puts rigorous 

controls in place that secure 

your most critical data, 

create the right governance 

process for your systems 

and assets, and help keep 

your company compliant 

with all relevant regulations.

We feel your pain—and have your back

SPHERE is more than a cybersecurity leader and risk-reduction innovator.  

Yes, our SPHEREboard platform provides advanced technology, stringent  

controls, and ongoing reporting and monitoring. But we also have extensive in-house experience as boots-on-the-

ground practitioners of risk reduction. So, we know the real-world challenges that you face when trying to protect your 

enterprise from ever-increasing threats. 

Our powerful solutions and tech-enabled services help reduce risk at all levels—controlling identities, remediating 

access, and protecting critical data.
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SPHERE & IAM
Here are just some of the ways that we can help you strengthen Identity and Access Management—and get the most value 

from your IAM solution:

Get a True View of Your Identities
SPHEREboard lets you take a closer look at your identities (including privileged accounts and nested groups), 

pinpointing the entitlements that they have and enumerating all of the different ways that an identity accesses 

applications and critical data. 

Stay Protected
Our stock and flow reporting ensures constant vigilance, enabling your IT personnel to maintain a safe, least-

privileged state on an ongoing basis. 

Take Action to Reduce Risk
Using these deep identity insights, we help you pinpoint risk areas and remediate access—including limiting open 

access and implementing identity-based controls. 

Confirm Your Controls
Establishing controls is just a first step. To ensure protection, these controls need to be followed meticulously. 

SPHEREboard provides governance oversight that confirms that your controls are working the way they should 

(e.g., mandatory password rotations every x days)—day after day, month after month.

SPHEREboard for Accounts
Bring clear visibility, fast remediation, 

and ongoing protection to your accounts, 

including important (but vulnerable) 

privileged accounts.

SPHEREboard for Data
Protect your critical data by discovering 

where it resides, accurately identifying 

ownership, and quickly remediating open 

and excessive access. 

LEARN MORE
To learn more about SPHERE and our SPHEREboard solutions, please visit www.sphereco.com or email sales@sphereco.com.


